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Bloomberg terminals have long been the standard in the financial services industry.  Most attribute this longevity to Bloomberg’s 
commitment to product innovation and enhancement.  Below, I will highlight a recent improvement made in the Mortgage 
Backed Securities (MBS) arena.  For the longest time, the Bloomberg Yield Table (YT) has been considered the industry 
benchmark when estimating mortgage yields. 
 
A common question is: Where do these prepayment estimates come from?   
 
The YT screen relies on prepayment estimates from up to 9 primary broker dealers and computes the median of those inputs.  It 
is possible to view each individual contributor on a VALL screen.  The shortcomings of this method are likely obvious:  too few 
contributors, wide ranging contributions, and stale data. 
Good news!  What was originally the Barclays Prepayment Model has been incorporated into Bloomberg and rebranded as the 
Bloomberg Agency MBS Index Prepayment Model (BAM).  BAM utilizes a model (instead of contributors) to estimate mortgage 
yields.  Simplistically, BAM assumes prepayments come from five subcomponents:   

• Rate/term refinancing 
• Housing turnover 
• Cash-out refinancing 
• Curtailments (all voluntary prepayments) 
• Delinquency buyouts (involuntary prepayment) 

 
Below you will find two yield tables for a Fannie MBS FN AS7542, one is the traditional YT page (Fig 1) and one is YT BAM (Fig 2). 
 
Bloomberg YT Page - Figure 1 
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Bloomberg YT BAM Page - Figure 2 

 
The output of the two models varies significantly (2.08% yield vs 2.35% yield). The primary reason for this is the LOW LOAN 
BALANCE feature on this security.  The traditional YT page does not take this into account while YT BAM does include this 
collateral characteristic in their analysis. 
 
It is also possible to incorporate user-defined prepayment expectations by building vectors (Fig 3).  The blue represents the base 
case BAM result (10.9cpr).  Vector “100 V3” in red has user defined speeds of 20cpr for 6 months then 15cpr for the next 6 
months, ultimately prepaying at 10cpr for the rest of the bond’s life.   The “100 V3” vector results align with the base-case BAM, 
illustrating the robust scenarios contained in the BAM model.  There is not necessarily a correct way to incorporate vectors. 
Their use is the ability to stress test potential outcomes. 
 
Bloomberg YT BAM Page with User-Defined Vector - Figure 3 
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Using a diverse and varied approach when analyzing mortgage securities is important given how different your results can be.  
With BAM, this is now much easier than before.  If you would like to discuss this more, please contact your CMG Investment 
Representative. 
 
Mark Mower | Senior Vice President | Commerce Bank Capital Markets |Mark.Mower@CommerceBank.com  
 
Information provided with the approval of Bloomberg L.P.  The opinions expressed herein are that of the author and not necessarily Commerce 
Bank or the Capital Markets Group (CMG).  The information contained herein does not constitute a solicitation of an investment product or 
strategy.  Investments in Securities are NOT FDIC Insured, NOT Bank-Guaranteed and May Lose Value.  CMG is not acting as your ‘municipal 
advisor’ within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act and does not act in a fiduciary capacity.   
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